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About This Game

Pavel Quest is a pixel art, puzzle platformer where you cannot stop running, and you can only turn around by bumping into
walls. Breakable walls, fireballs, acid spouts, and spikes are only some of the obstacles in your way.

Created by ElevenSeventy, a team of two game lovers, Pavel Quest is the first commercial product released by ElevenSeventy.
We opted to aim for a simple concept, and make it great. Over time we added features like gravity anomalies, bounce pads,

fireballs, acid spouts, secret characters, and a replay system. All while preserving the balance of simplicity and difficulty. Pavel
Quest is a hard game, but it is rewarding as well.
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You run around like your pants are on fire, but at the same time, it's hard to see what's ahead because of both speed blindness
and a lack of telegraphing. The game expects way too much precision for the control it provides and I had several moments
where I had to prepare for a jump before I even knew there was a jump. I also noticed inconsistency issues in the physics, which
is inexusable for a game like this. Avoid this one.. terrible ending, alt-tab to exit, the screen will lie and say the menu has just
returned, don't fall for it, close the program and play a game with more than 46 minutes of game play. Quick,Fun,Hard but
Amazing 9.8\/10. Very fun game. Its hard, but not the hardest platformer I've played (Dustforce is way harder). My only con is
that it was a bit short. My first time though gameplay was 37 mins with 173 deaths. But for only $3 it is definitely worth it. I like
the bounce off the wall gameplay mechanic. The later levels introduce other objects to interact with such as disappearing blocks.
It would be cool to see even more elements like these.. Fun game man. I got it on the iPhone and beat it and really wanted to
support the developer. Some other games like this are Goblin Sword.

Really fun. support the guy, he made a good game. dunno what else to say. its fun and gets progressively interesting as new stuff
is added.. You run around like your pants are on fire, but at the same time, it's hard to see what's ahead because of both speed
blindness and a lack of telegraphing. The game expects way too much precision for the control it provides and I had several
moments where I had to prepare for a jump before I even knew there was a jump. I also noticed inconsistency issues in the
physics, which is inexusable for a game like this. Avoid this one.. Pavel Dvorkin blocked meon Facebook and denies it
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Fun game man. I got it on the iPhone and beat it and really wanted to support the developer. Some other games like this are
Goblin Sword.

Really fun. support the guy, he made a good game. dunno what else to say. its fun and gets progressively interesting as new stuff
is added.
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